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Daily staff wiser 
Paten Faeta, the 
starting right guard en 
the SJSU football
 team, has 
been  
suspend-






 at a 
down-
town San Jose 
nightclub
 












Alten  Faletot 
after scuffling
 with a 




























































































satisfied  that 
he realizes 
he has 

























things  like 
this
 happen and 
unfortunately,
 they also 





Director  Tom 
Brennan. 
Faletoi
 will be 
























Daily  staff 
amter 
Up to a half
-million 
dollars
















call  the 
improve-
ments  a 
"symbol




 at a 
time
 
when  the 
univer-
sities continually




 20 percent, 
laid 





money  used to 
renovate  the new 
home  in Long 
Beach
 does not come 
from tax 
















At lea's one 
person  fats the money 
could be 





 badly on 
the
 system," 
Sacramento  State 
I 'fliver:it, 
Proksm)r  Alan
 Wade, a 
member
 of the statewide 
Academic 
Senate said. "I 





 Board of Trustees allocat-
ed $283,094
 for the 
remodeling.
 




furnishing  the 
home.
 Legally, the 
money 
must  be used for 
housing  the 
chancellor,  and 
cannot
















president,  but 
noted the 
chancellor's  
home is also 
his office and 
he puts in 





high," she said. 
The Bel 
Air  home was sold last 
spring for $3.6 
million and the new
 
home was purchased 
in July for $1.2 
million. The remainder
 of the money 
will 
be placed in a special 
fund for 
upkeep of the new 
home, according to 
Bentley -Adler. 
The renovations
 are necessary, 
Bentley -Adler said, because 
the chan-
cellor 
mug  entertain and do 
university 
business and 
fundraising  from his 
home
 






 a public 
house."
 Bentley
-Adler  said. 
"I
 don't 











 a very old, 
small stove, old 
fixtures and an 
old 
refrigerator, according to Bentley
-Adler. 
"The
 kitchen is a 
disaster,"
 she said. 





 all 24 CSU 
trustees, Bentley
-Adler said. The 
repairs
 
also call for updating











 Air was a 
further














 and new cars
 to CSU officials.
 
Reynolds







way  repairs at a 










Wade said the 
changes
 were overly 
opulent although
 he didn't mind the
 
money being spent
 on Munirz's house. 
He said he didn't care how the 
iiiusicy
 
was spent, but 
suggested  a plain glass 
window over the 
bathtub,  and using 
more 
of
 the money for groundkeepers 
and upkeep. 
"Maybe they'll have parties 
in
 the 
bathtub for all I 
know,"  Wade said, 
adding
 that everyone is against the 
upicale remodeling 
"who
 heats about it  
and 
who's  not rich." 
Munitz, who earns
 $175,000  a year, 
is leasing 
a house until the remodeling
 
is completed 
by the end of the academic 
year. 
SJSU 
Political Science Instructor 
Theodore
 Norton said the repass didn't 
seem 
to be a particularly bad political 
move. 
The  criticism was probably 
unjustified he said, since the 
money 
wouldn't go very




 Handel Evans 
refused
 to comment on the cost of the 
renovations. "I don't know 
enough 
about it," he said.
 "I know the house 
was







Ted and Terri 
Kaneko walk across the barren 
grass-
lands where the Tule Lake 
Relocation  Camp once 
stood. 
Kaneko  was disappointed that 
none of the bar -
Kelley Chin 
 Special to the
 Duly 
racks remained.
 Terri, 22, an 
SJSU
 student, 




 for a pilgrimage
 to the 
Northern California
 internment camp
 last week. 
Camp  survivors 
return
 to internment 
site after 
45
-years of memories 
By Kelley 
Chinn 
ta) the Dad 




barren, sun -parched 
Fasslands where the 
internment
 camp 
once stood and 
looked off to the 
southwest. 
"That's 
where  the hospital
 used to be," 
the 
Fremont
 resident said 
to his daughter 
MITI, 22,
 a SJSU 
student.
 The
 hospital and 
rows of barracks that 
once  housed Kaneko, 
his  parents, his sister 
and more than 
18,000  
other
 Japanese Americans 
behind  armed 
guard towers and 
barbed wire fences 
are  
gone now. 
Three months after the 
Dec. 7, 1941 
bombing of Pearl
 Harbor, President Franklin 
D. 
Roosevelt
 authorized the mass evacuation
 
of all Japanese 
Amencans from the 
West 
Coast.
 The War 
Relocation  Authority 
interned over 110,000 
Japanese Americans 
at 10 camps located in California, 
Arizona,  
Idaho,  Wyoming. 
Colorado,
 Utah and 
Arkansas. 
Kaneko  and his 
daughter




 hum the 
Bay Area, on 
this 
Oct.  27 to 29 pilgrimage
 to the former 
site of the 
Tule  Lake War 
Relocation  Camp. 
The 1.4 sq. 
miles  of the 












California,  is 
mostly  empty 
grasslands.  
Tern 








"When  I found 
out it (the 
pilgrimage)  
was to 




 was,'" said 
Terri.  "He always 
talked 
about  his experiences
 in camp and
 I gust 
wanted to 
see  what he was
 talking
 about. 
For  Kaneko, the 
pilgrimage was
 his first 
return 




 was seeing 
so many 
different  people 
there,"
 said Kaneko, 
"especially 
Caucasians  










were no barracks 
left"  
A freshman
 in high 
school  at the 
start of 
the war, 
Kaneko  first  felt 
confusion  
when  he 
learned
 





















turned  to 
disappointment.
 "1 lost 
faith








Kaneko,  dree 





















test cages in state
 courts, their incar-
ceration was not 
deemed  unconstitutional.
 





 no less under 
almost 
four years of internment.
 Given very 
little
 





 their relocation, 
many
 Issei lost what 
they had 
managed  to gain 
under  decades of 
economic 
discrimination.  













Team  Captain 
Sal finriquez 
leads  SJSU to 










decision for season -ending 
surgery. Page 6 
WoRL) NEWS 
Hole in Ozone 
growing:
 
Depleted area over Antarctic 
covers nearly
 8 million square 






















p.m. When le saw
 the offices 
darkened  and 
locked,
 he looked 
around  
helplessly.  
"I would like 
to register, but I can't
 because the 
office  closed at four 
o'clock,"
 said Bracamontes,
 15. of San Jose. "I 
got  off work early so I 
could make it. I 


















 long for him 
to make
 it heir before 4 p.m.,
 he 
said. 
Bracamontes  is 
not  alone. Some
 20 percent 
of
 students in 
the 
California 









 according to 







Admissions  and 
Records 
only
 open from 




students  have 
been  frustrated 









 are a 
result































Duly staff .11in 
A former
 SJSU student who 
claimed he 






Police  officials false
 
infomiation,




by the university, 





Sept_  20 
stated
 
that Loujuan Jones, 
a 
19 -





 a racial crime.
 Jones 
claimed a racial 
epithet  was shout-
ed at him from 
a second story win-
dow 
of the Sigma





 to a police
 report, 
UPD  officers 
reaponded  to 
a call 
saying 
that  10 to 15 












not la him 
into
 the party that 
was 
almost  over, 
according








 are not 
open
 









have to he 
on










incident  to 
the
 UPD, claiming
 he was an 
SJSU student
 who lived in the
 rem-
dence
 halls. Jones 
never returned 














but has been 
registered  
as a student in the pa.st. 
According 
to












































































































































































 October 9, 1991
  













Prop.  13 





about time California 
admitted
 it's alienated 
  our 
inalienable  rights. 
And 
it's
 been alienating 
our 
rights since 1978 when Proposition 13, 
the
 massive property 
tax cut and 
overhaul, was passed. 
But the law
 is so popular with the 
voters 
(especially rich, longtime 
property 
owners  who have the spare
 cash to coax 
politicians around), it's no wonder our
 
lawmakers
 have been a touch
 reticent 
about challenging it 
Could  it be that, for once, voters' 
rights outweigh
 their wallets in 
Washington?  
That remains to 
be
 seen when the 
Supreme






Proposition 13 is 




 it sounded good 
in
 1978. Pay 
just one 
percent  tax on 
the appraised 
value
 of your house,




 any more that












appraised  and revelled
 in the 
property tax 
cut  they got in 




 who owns 
the 
same
 property they did 
in 1978 pays the 
same 
amount
 they  did 
back
 then. Good 
deal. 
Meanwhile, 





had  to pay just 
one percent, too. But one 
percent on 
skyrocketing 
market values of houses. 
As the market prices
 shoot up, each 
homebuyer pays more
 in taxes than the 
last; each homebuyer pays a larger chunk 
of the bill for services, especially the 
education of our children. 
Last time we checked, there was a 
clause in the Constitution that 
called  for 
equal protection under
 the law. 
Prop.  13 socks it to more people each 
year, and those are mostly young people 
who 
weren't
 of age to vote on the 




The people who voted for Prop. 13 
saw a chance to 
save themselves a little 
beer money, never thinking of how their 
children would pay for their follies. 
And the children have paid,
 and are 
still  paying. With the minimal property 
tax being
 collected, the public school 
system has been reduced to scratching to 
stay open. 
Watch as more programs are cut from 
the elementary, middle and high schools. 
Watch  as the 




 as the field trips end. 




functionally, reduced to getting
 a world-
view through "The Simpsons"
 and Super 
Mario  Brothers. 
But maybe there's hope. Maybe
 the 
Court  will see that the American ideal 
of 




freeloaders  who voted for 
Prop. 13 will be forced
 back into picking 
up their fair share 











not appear in the 
Spartan 
Daily as it did on Oct. 3. 
The only purpose the photograph of the 
nude person served was for sensationalism. 
The picture served no journalistic purpose 
whatsoever. The Spartan Daily could 
have 
chosen to photograph any other
 piece of art 
that is presently 
being  shown in the art 
gallery, but instead chose to show a picture 
that would most certainly offend many stu-
dents.
 
It is one thing
 for this trash, or art as this 
piece 
was called, to be shown in an art 
gallery what people 
have freely chosen to 
go 
but it is quite another to be shown in 
what people believe is a -NEWSpaper." 
Readers were not 
warned  that pornogra-
phy was to be found in the Spartan Daily 
that day. Readers were therefore not given 
the chance to avoid viewing it. The readers 
were
 forced against their will to 
view  the 
Pornography. 
Please do not 
print  anymore pornogra-












I do not address this letter solely to the 
editor but request the attention of all jour-
nakgs, disseminators of public information 
and those who still have an ounce of belief 
in the American legal system. 
I urge you to beware of articles, or more 
specifically, headlines such as "Student 
allegedly raped" which appeared Oct. 4 in 
the Spartan Daily. 
Do not mistake 
this
 article and headline 
as news  
and  certainly not truth  when 
in fact the 
Spartan




not denying the truth in the victim's 
claims: I am questioning the 
journalistic  
ethics in publishing 
an alleged article. The 
men who air 





neither  has the 
woman. Is an individual now 
allegedly  
innocent  before proven
 guilty? 
I ask, to what gain was 
this story run? 
After  all, it certainly does not work to bene-
fit the 
reputation  of journalists and it 
doesn't aid the 
readers. So why would a 
newspaper that is supposed to print facts 
and information resort to publishing rumor? 
The 
only
 answer I can derive is sensa-
tionalism. The headline was bold face,
 run-
ning the full 
width of the front page, in a 
type size as large as the
 words "Spartan 
Daily." And
 none of it was FACT, only 
allegations! 
It is a shame that a university paper has 
fallen to 
such  low journalistic standards 
and, in an attempt
 to draw readers, have 
announced 












orum page policies 
The  Spartan Daily devotes page two 
Monday through Friday to opinions from 
the Daily staff and community.
 Students, 
staff, faculty are 
welcome  to contribute 
opinions.  
him  letters and opinions to Letters to 
the Editor box in the Spartan Daily news-
room, WLN 
104, between 9 a.m. and 5 
p.m. 
Submissions may also be mailed to the 
Forum 
Editor,  the 
Spartan Daily, depart-
ment of mass 
communications,  San Jose 





 submitting articles, please
 
include: your name,
 phone number, 
address, class standing and major (if a stu-
dent). Articles can be submitted on a 3.5 -
inch disc with Microsoft Word,  






Wilson dodges flying fruit, angry gays 
I)
 espite repercussions of flying 
fruit and marching nuts, Gov. 
Wilson 
did the right and 




 Bill 101. 
Now before you go and tell Wiggsy on 
me, let me illustrate my reasoning with 
the help of a local 
TV interview which 
aired over the weekend. 
The interviewee
 was a middle-aged 
man who,
 by appearances, might have 
been heterosexual, homosexual, bisexual 
or even 
asexual. As it turned out he was 
gay, and the reporter asked him to 
comment on ABIOI's rejection
 and the 
subsequent uproar raised over it by the 
gay community. Very calmly, he told the 
reporter that the people we see setting 
buildings ablaze and hurling produce as a 
form of protest represent 
only  a small 
fraction of the gay community. 
I agree. But, unfortunately,
 they're the 
ones that attract attention in our 
sensationalistic media If it wasn't
 for 
these militant, ram -their -ideology -down -
your -throat-type gay and lesbian groups, 
AB101 would 
never have even been 
considered. There would have been no 
need. 
But since it is an  issue, 
I'm curious 
about the ways empk4ers find 
out a 
person  is gay in order to discriminate 
against him (or her). I can't ever 
remember seeing a section of a job 
application that read "Sexual Preference 
 circle one." And 
I've  also never been 
asked about it in an interview. So how do 
they ever
 find
 out a person is gay, 
unless
 
he goes out of his way to make it known? 
Like the man in the aforementioned 
interview, the majority of gay men and 
lesbian women in this country are not 
easily detectable as such. They  like 
most intelligent people  keep their 
politics and sexual preferences 
out  of the 
workplace, where they certainly don't 
belong. Straight or gay, a person should be 
expected to dress and act in a manner that 
is not detrimental to the 
type
 of business 
for which he 
or she works. 
The question surrounding 
AB101, 
then, is whether or not this small, militant 
faction of the gay community should be 
able to defiantly display their beliefs in 
the workplace
 without fearing for their 
jobs. The answer is 
obviously  "no." 
Before you start (or continue) to accuse 
this columnist of generalization, let me 
say  that I realize gay discrimination has, 
on occasion, victimized perfectly innocent 




employers who, upon finding
 out 
independently that a worker is gay, 
discriminate against 
him or her. But 
people have 
been suing and 
winning in 
such instances








 be surprised to 
find
 out that 
Anita Hill, who accused Supreme
 Court 
nominee Clarence Thomas of 
sexual 







 I hope she was compensated 
with 
something  other than money, 
because 
if she was paid 
with
 one of their "house 
checks," it 
s probably bouncing down 
Capitol Hill right now. 
)'When the
 news first broke that 
members of the House of 
Representatives 
had abused their 
private banking 
privileges to the tune of 
$2
 million in 
interest -free 
loans,
 House Speaker Tom 
Foley said revealing the names of 
those  
involved would serve no purpose. A few 
days later it was revealed that Foley 
himself
 was one of the grossest offenders. 
Now there's a guy you can trust. 
Jack Trageser Is a Daily staff writer. His 









In light of the recent budget 
cuts, California 
State University 
Chancellor Barry Munitz 
has 
invited the academic senate to 




summarizing  how the quality of educa-




As your elected 
student
 senators, we feel 
it is appropriate that students
 be actively 
involved in this survey and that Chancellor 
Munitz consider the 
student perspective in 
addition to that of the faculty. 
We invite you to submit a letter that 
describes an example
 of how you personally 
have 
been affected by the budget cuts. 
Perhaps you have been forced to take one or 
more classes at a local junior college 
because of the limits at SJSU. Do you feel 
that physical conditions of the university 
have degraded? As you interact with your 
classmates, do you sense a decline in 
morale? 
Now it's your turn to tell us your story. 
We're
 past the point of generalizations. We 
need 
to provide Chancellor Munitz with 
"graphic," anecdotal examples of problems 
you have experienced that are directly relat-
ed to budget cuts. 
It cannot be emphasized enough that the 
letters
 need to be very specific in nature. 
Please send 
your letters to: 







Senate,  One 
Washington  Square,
 San Jose, 
CA 
95192-0024.  Or, 
if
 you prefer, you 
may 
drop off your
 letters in the 





can  express 
their 
grievances
 at the 











 your help. 
Stephen E. 
Goodman 
Academic  Senator 
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is a daily calendar available to SJSU 
students, faculty and staff organizations
 at 
no charge. Deadline 
for  submission: 5 p.m. two days 
before
 publication. Forms are available 
at the Spartan Daily, WLN 
104.
 limited space may force 
redudng
 the number of insertions.
 
Almaden Room; "Choosing
 a Crew in 
Chemistry," 
2:30  pm., S.U. Almaden 
Room,
 call 924-6033. 
CREATIVE ARTS COALITION: 




Three speakers talk about testing. 
Denise Murray on the WST, Susan 
McClory will discuss the 
ELM;  and 
Richard Cirigliano will explain the 








Massive "Cyberpunk 2020- campaign 
begins, 
5:30








p m., Cilium, Resource Center, 
WLN 3rd floor, call 926 
1128  









production, 7 p.m., S.U. Costanoan 
Room, call 924-3270  or 265 
14h4 
NPPA: National Press Photographers 
Association, meeting with spec ial 
speaker, 7:30 p.m.,
 S.U. Council 
Chambers, call 924-3245. 
BIOLOGY DEPT.: Seminar by 
Leon Dorosz, SJSU Biological 
Sciences, on "common elements in the 



















 v111011 reading 
machines for 
the  visually impaired, 
10
 






lunch seminar: "Black Berets for 
JUSUCT and the Chicano 
Movement in 
San lose," 
Chemo Candelaria, Enrique 
Utiminguet and Arturo Villarreal, 
noon, WLN 307, 
call
 




SWE: Society of Women Engineers' 
general meeting, tour sign ,ups, 12:30 
























 4 p.m., EOP
 Tutoring 






RUGBY:  Informational 
meeting, 3:30  
pin., S.U. Pacheco 
Room, call 288-7776. 
SJSU SAILING 
CLUB/RACING 
TEAM: Meeting to elect











 and MA() 
Doing 
Anthropology  in 
China," Jan 
English 
Lueck, 4:30 pm.. WSQ 04, 
call 924 5712. 
(,.A.
 
LA.: Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual 
Alliance
 National 
coming  out day 
video.  "Coming





4:30  p.m., S U 
Guadalupe 
Room; G A.L A. 
Awareness  
Week 




 noon. S.0 
Almaden 
Room,  call 236 
2002 or 924 
6350 . 
B.A.S.E.: Black
 Alliance of 
Scienusd  
and Engineers'
 weekly general 
meeting,  6 p.m., 



















 7:30, Event Center 
Aerobic Room, 924-5961 
Children
 













 .1-1, Va. 
TAP) -- With 
snack 
cakes  and pima slices
 represent-
ing 
world  grain, 





 lesson on how 
inequitably food 
is distributed




 got two pieces and she 
got 
five,"
 a boy in the Africa
-Middle 
East
 section of the
 classroom said in 
mock 
anger,  pointing to a 






 are now 














 which nay more
 than 
15 countries represented 
in the student 




 the nation that celebrat-
ed the anniversary 
of the World 
Summit  for Children. Thousands of 
children spent the week 
discussing  
global and 
domestic hunger and 
poverty, arid how overpopulation
 and 
other issues are 
related.  
Lesson plans and activities for ele-
mentary, middle and high school 
classes and colleges were sent to 646 
school  districts throughout the United 
States. Overall, more than 750 US. 
cities arid 60 countries held a variety 




The 30 freshmen in Vilotti's first 
class Friday were stunned 
to learn that 
40,000 children die each day 
through-
out 
the world from largely preventable 
malnutrition and 
disease.  The message 
was driven home in a videotape that  
discussed world poverty as it counted 
down the number of children dying 
each second
 with different faces. 
"Three -hundred -and -eight children 
died while you watched that film," 
said Viloni. The videotape, which had 
been shown at the 
summit, noted in 
dramatic tones that
 "this is the greatest 
tragedy of our times hut because it 
happens everyday, it simply 
isn't 
news." 
With 12 percent of the world's 
population, Africa and the Middle 
East should get more than two snack 
cakes if North America gets five cakes 
with only 6 percent of the population, 
said Rake Wasi, 14. 
From Front Page 




 had a total budget cut 
for '91-
'92 of $485,685,  and
 because of that, 
we naturally 
had to adjust our ser-
vices, like office hours and student 
mailings,"
 he saiil 
way we've made up our bud-





five to six positions 
vacant  every year 
to 
help cover our °pouting
 expen.ses. 
3W are now down to 26.86 positions. 
"Naturally, that's going to affect 















































































































































































































































































































Marilyn Radisch, director of 
re.gis-
trauon and assessment, said the hours 
were cut, 
specifically,
 to juggle work-
ers from one department
 to the other 




 cut the hours is so 
the staff that is used to support the 
counter is used to support production  
in the back three hours of the day," 
Radisch
 said 
Transcnpt and application process-
ing backed up during 
registration, she 
continued,  because 
production
 staff 
moved forward to man the counters 
and keep the lines moving faster dur-
ing the add/drop period 
Moving production
 staff to work 
up front during peak 
times, and then 
moving admissions staff to the back to 
catch up on the backlog, 
helped keep 
the lines shorter during this semester's 
add/drop period, Radisch said. 
After the
 add/drop
 period was 
closed,
 the Admission and Records 
hours dropped to six a day. 
"We know it's tougher on people, 
but we never have had many people in 
after 5 o'clock, except dunng registra-
tion," Radisch said. 
While the brunt of the cuts fall 
upon working students who have to 
take time off work to take care of uni-
versity business, staff from other 
offices have had to pick up some of 
the burden 
as well. 
In an attempt to make up for the 
lack of office 
hours,
 Radisch said 
Admissions and 
Records have an after 
hours chop box and 
voice mail phone 
service from 
8 am. to 5 p.m. 
But 
the voice 





communication  more 
diffi-




 here, you 
never get 
a live person," 
said Susan 
Thomas,




who works full time. 
Radisch,
 who said she
 doesn't like 
having to shut students
 out, offered 
some 
advice to make 















or grades as soon as 
possible. Don't 
wait until the 
lines  form at the end of 
the SCMCSier. 
a Use the 
drop  box if necessary. 
Drop boxes are 
cleaned out every 
evening.
 
Use touch-tone registration at 
the time 
designated on mailed registra-
tion forms. 
Even with the drop box, voice mail 
and 
advice from
 Radisch, students 
continue to shake those
 front doors in 
anger or in the hope of attracting a 
sympathetic employee. 
Radisch said she now ushers the 
staff out of the front office at 4 p.m, 
when it closes, so that students will 
surrender and leave 










(let involved in the 
over 40 committees 
and  positions on 
campus













33 11 : 
IMMEDIATE 








Board  of Directors 
-Spartan 
Shops 
*applications also being 
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Kaneko  and his daughter, 
Terri, examine a poem 
writ-
ten on 
the wall of a stockade cell at the 
Tule Lake site. 
Kaneko stands 
in a cell of the 
camp  stockade, 
one  of a few 
remaining  buildings 
While  a Buddhist priest chants a prayer, pilgrims place an 
offering of 
1000 paper cranes on a memorial for 




INTERNMENT, From Front Page 
said of their status after leaving camp. 
Their  dreams shattered, 
many families 
who had worked and saved for a lifetime found 
themselves having to start all over again in a 
climate that was Will 
hostile
 to people of Japanese ancestry. 
In 1943 the WRA 
produced a loyalty questionnaire. Questions 
27 
and 28 asked "Are you willing to serve in the 
U.S.  military?"
 
and "Do you swear unqualified allegiance to the U.S., forswearing 
any form of allegiance
 to any other government'?"  
The
 answers
 to these questions were the basis for the WRA's 
segregation of the "loyals" from
 the "disloyals." After 1943 Male 
Lake became a segregation center for all the individuals who 
responded "no" to both  questions. Among them were Kaneko. "I 
figured, hey, I'm in 
jail," he 
said, "why should
 I go and fight?" 
However, many young male Nisei, or second generation 
Japanese Americans, had anxiously 
enlisted,
 eager to prove their 
allegiance to their country. They formed the famous
 
all -Japanese 
442nd Army Regiment and fought in Europe, becoming one of 
the most decorated units of the war. 
Since the Issei were 
denied
 U.S. citizenship hrt:ause of their 
immigrant status, many 
were fearful that an affirmitive response 
to question 28 would
 make them a nationless people. Others 
answered "no" to protest the government's actions against them. 
Others reponded negatively to keep their families from becoming 
seperated. 
Camp life 
The men, women and children 
of Ilde Lake made the best of 
their internment behind barbed 
wire.  'They planned social events, 
organized 
baseball teams, created artwork and jewelry, 
married  
and had children. 
Because  of his job in the camp 
hospital,
 Kaneko saw the 
results
 of the stress caused by their confinement "Some people 
committed  suicide," Kaneko recalled.




The mandatory loyalty questionnaire 
was an additional source 
of distress for the internees. 'The 
presstwe  to sign was unbeliev-
able," Kaneko remembered.  'To sign, not to sign." 
There was also a 
nightly  reminder of their mcarmation. "At 
about 7 p.m. 
every night," Kaneko said, "you 
could see a halftratit 
mounted with a gun, cruising around 
looking
 for trouble." 
Redress victory 
After a decade of struggle by former internees
 and their chil-
dren, the redress movement achieved
 victory on Aug. ID, 1988. 
On that day Congress 
passed  a redress bill that 
included
 a formal 
government apology 
for the internment and the payment or 
S20,000
 for 
each of the 
estimated
 60,000 surviving internees. 
The oldest recieved their checks first 
which were issued begin 
fling
 last October. 
Kaneko
 will recicve his letter of apokigy and 
payment







 TO THE DAILY 
Yoshi Butsuda 
wears  an identification 
button  given to him 
when he worked in the 
camp mess hall. 
Pilgrims dinib atop Castle Rock, 
overlooking  the for-
mer 
camp 
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Exxon  and the 
state  and federal
 
ovemments 





 over the 1989 
Exxon Valdez 
oil  spill. 
U.S.  District Judge
 H. Russel 
Holland  also 
ccepted guilty
 pleas from Exxon
 and its 
g subsidiary and 
approved a $900 mil -
Con civil 











(AP) - The ozone hole 
ver
 the Antarctic covers nearly 8 million 
tare miles this year and is nearly as severe 
as 
1987
 record levels, NASA 
said Tuesday. 
It is the third consecutive year of severe 
ozone  depletion over the Antarctic.
 
Ozone in the 
upper  atmosphere acts as a 
shield against ultraviolet radiation from the 
sun, which can cause skin cancer
 and harm 
some 
plants.  The ozone hole is a large area 
of
 
intense ozone depletion over 
the Antarctic 
continent that 
occurs from late -August 
through early October - and 
breaks up in 
mid
-November.  
Scientists believe the Earth's ozone
 belt is 
being eroded by  
chlorine  and other molecules 




 the ozone levels with an 
instrument aboard the 
Nimbus
-7 satellite 
called TOMS for 
"Total Ozone Mapping 
Spectrometer." A second
 TOMS, launched 
aboard
 a Soviet spacecraft Aug. 15, also 
observed the ozone hole. 
Ozone in the air over die 
South  Pole was 
near 200 Dobson units - 
a measure u.sed for 
ozone 
concentrations - in mid -August.
 By 
S.JSU WEATHER:
 TODAY - Steady temperatures, highs in mid -80s to 90s. 
TOMORROW- High 
pressure  system creating warm day, cool 
night.  
Lows
 in 50s. 
Oct. I, MOM 
values  had been lowered to 127 
Dobson units. 
 Soviet army calls Baltic 
troop removal deadline 
unrealistic 
MOSCOW  
(AP) - The Soviet
 comman-
der of the Baltic military district said Tuesday 




 by a 
Dec.
 1 deadline because there is no place to 
house them in the Soviet 
Union. 
Meanwhile, Soviet Foreign Ministry 
spokesman Vitaly Churkin told 
reporters that 
diplomatic  notes would be exchanged with 
Estonia and Lithuania on Wednesday to 
establish formal diplomatic ties with the two 
former republics. 
Churkin said the 
formal ties would create 
a framework for talks 
on
 troop withdrawals  
and other issues. 
Lithuania, 
Latvia
 and Estonia set the Dec. 
I withdrawal deadline on Monday, saying the
 
continued stationing 
of Soviet soldiers in 
Vilnius, Riga and 
Tallinn  was threatening. 
Soviet Li Gen. Valery Mironov
 told the 
Soviet
 news agency Tass that he did not think 
the Baltics' deadline
 could be met. 
"It is possible 
to withdraw troops from the
 
capitals and accommodate
 them in barracks 
on three-tier (bunk) beds," he said "It is pos-
sible to set up a field
 camp, but all this 
requires a lot of money and time." 
"People need somewhere 
to live," he said. 




TOKYO (AP) - Japan will join other 
industrial nations by lending the Soviet Union 
$2.5 billion, its first major aid package for 
that nation, officials said Tuesday. 
A Japanese official 
said the decision on 
the aid was not related to pressure from the 
European
 Community or to a 
dispute
 over 
small islands off nothern Japan that were 




M194  Salcamoto 
told reponers





 Bank loan of $500 
million,
 
$1.8 billion in trade 
insurance and $200 mil-
lion in Export-Impon
 Bank trade credits. 
A Foreign
 Ministry spokesman
 said the 
aid is intended to support
 democratic and eco-
nomic 
changes  in the Soviet Union. 
"It has nothing to do with the northern
 ter-
ritorial
 issue," said the spokesman,
 who 
briefed 
reporters  on condition of anonymity. 
Japan long had withheld 
major  aid to the 
Soviets 








 studying an aid package to help 
the Soviets build a democratic society with a 
market  economy. Last month,
 the Russian 
Federation offered
 a speedy resolution of the 
territorial dispute in return for economic aid. 
Asked if the islands 
had become less of an 
obstacle in extending
 aid, the spokesman said 
they no 
longer were an obstacle
 to "the aid to 
the Soviets





 incident of Aug. 18." He 
referred  to the 
failed coup by 
Communist  hard-liners in 
Moscow. 
The European 
Community,  which on 
Monday approved an aid 
package of $2.4 bil-
lion for 
the Soviets, has sought
 a similar con-
tribution from Japan. 
The  Foreign Ministry spokesman
 said: "It 
was a sheer 
coincidence  that the amount 
matches the sum reportedly 





 also  has chal-
lenged the 
United  States and Canada, togeth-
er, 
to
 provide $2.4 billion in 
aid to help the 
Soviets cope with anticipated
 food shortages 
this  winter. 
Financial 
ministers  and central bank
 gov-
ernors from the Group of Seven
 industrialized 
nations meet in Bangkok this
 weekend. They 
are expected
 to discuss aid for the
 Soviet 
Union. 
The Foreign Ministry spokesman said 
Finance
 Minister Ryutaro Hashimoto will 




pledged  $100 million 
for the Soviets to import food and medicine. 
Finance and 
Foreign  Ministry officials 
said details on how Japan's aid would be 
channeled have yet to be worked out. But 
they said it is likely
 






East, a region 
close  to Javan 
and rich in natural





news  stud. Three 
to four - reads
 USA Today. 
One to two - 
Where  have you 
been? 
O When
 is the deadline for applica-
tions to SJSU for the Spring 1992 
semester'? 
 Which organization
 was meeting 
with Haitian leaders on Monday when 
70 soldiers burst 
in?  
0 Name the 
collegiate  soccer team 
that 
is
 ranked No. 7 in the 
nation as of 
Sunday,
 according to  
the 
Intercollegiate  Soccer 
Assoc. of 
America. 
O What happened at the 
Plaza  Park 
on Saturday? 
e Who is the 
premier
 of Yugoslavia? 
ANSWERS: I) Oct. IS,
 Wm it usually is in 
Decailiber. 2) The 0.A.S.. or Oisanization of 
American 
States.
 3) Resit° State Bulldogs. 4) 
The 1991 Solar 
city















PRO CHOICE REPUDUCANS 
to 
organIza for 1992 
elections
 Call 












SAVE MONEY and your TIETH 
Emoil 




EGG DONORS NEEDED to 
help 
infertile couplers achieve pregnancy
 
The Fertility and Reproductive 
Heath Institute of Northern 
Calla.  
nla Is recruiting women 18  35 to 
donate 




approximately  two 
weeks,  tag
 donors are compensat 
ad financially 
for their 
time  Call 
Saundra at (4081 3582500 
MANE A DIFFIDIPICIE







your friendship 3 OVUM per wear 
Training  is provided. 








 of California. Rates 














 / youth 
Save 






































 for  free 
copy  
of '10 
Ways  To 








FOR 2nd deision 
*omens soccer 
teem
 Nice team, 













other  prospective 
graduate  stu-
dents 
interested  in taking 
a FREE 
LSAT, GMAT
 or ORE 
diagnostic  
exam Cell (408)































 SN 211  or write, Plan 
196 
PO 






 Free yeast serf test 
OPEN DWI 
Oh. put
 God to the 
test











that you may 
hero a 


















 not lie 
You 
must
 not be 
greedy 
S Cha PO 
Box 160315 
Cupertino,











 4 yeas 
ego 
Modest use 







SEIZED CARL book. boas, 
4 
wheelers.
 motothornes. by FBI, 
IRS. DEA Available
 
your area now 
Cell 805 682.7555 
Est C.1255 
AUTO INSURANCE 




&SU for 20 years 
'Greet Rates
 for Good Drivers' 
'Good 








NO HASSLE  NO 
°SUGAR°.  
QUOTE 
Also open Saturdays 9-2 
GREEK
 
SUM ELLIOT I 
couldn't  have 
asked
 for





Alpha love - Y.L .S  Marla. 
ALL ORME B.S.Q. 
Volleyball, hamburgers end drinks. 






 HATS OR SCARY
 DM. 
FORMS!















 Santa Clare 

















 Box 520%03, 




LIC, PLOW CTR 
MIn 8 E C.E units rat 2  10 yr 
olds. Res
 he Die. Eve & Wand 
So San lose 
281-8880  & 
Fremont
 415 792 9997 
C/CTT PROGRAMMERS - One 
Ratan*  entry level and two part-
time positions. Experience with 






 Mall or fax 
resurne to Hin Man, PG Bat 1807 
S./. CA 95109 
Fax / 2986157 










 / Hostess 
'Bus 
Immediate positions  available at 
our, NEW tic stion 10 min 
from,,
 San 
Jose State Apply in 
person,  
2-4 
p m weekdays 





I, Monterey Plaza 
COMPUTER RETAIL SALMI 
- Went 
to have An, Wile 
still  maintaining 
your
 school schedule. & gat 
pad 
fa it too? Then you 
will
 be glad to 
know that Caw/Waste. the 
oryginai and beet Mac software / 
hardware Fowler, has immediate 




Mac literate. Wes Inchide 
cashiering, 
product  demos, end 
customer support. Caw letter  






-io Alto, CA 94303. 
POSTAL /OM A98ILAIRJ2  
Many positions Greet benefits 
Call 806 682 
7555  Eat P3310 
CHILDCARE IN OUR Los Gatos 
home 2 sons, 10 yr/okl and blind 
4 
yr/old




vary.  FlkexIble with a 
student. Own 
trans. references 
$5 50 hr. Cell Sue at 356-8515 
FAST  FUNDRAISER $1000 in 1 










modeling  agency 
seeking M / F for fashion,  print and 
T.V. commercial work. For free evaF 
 Call 3744090 
TEACHER
 OF PHYSICAL 
EDUCATION 8. Motor Development 
for children. 2 to 12 years 




 Inc .140E6 996-8955 
CASHIER  
P/T  at Mt View loco. 




stock. Afternoon  weekend Start-
ing pay 6.50/hr. Call 294-6161, 
Race St. Fish & Natty. E0 E. 
RE 








 win between 
$500.51000 In 
less than 7 days 
You pay 
absolutely  nothing 
Call 1-800.735.2077 Est 
3.
 
ATTN: accouinvie MAJ. 
P/T  Sm 
hl. vol
 
co. by SAD. A/P Compe-
er, file. 
phone.
 Ideas encouraged. 
Women welcome to woman owned 
business. 993.1981. 
POP INGMAR has lob 
openings  











 Interest In a 
full-time or part time accant 
executive
 position open 
/OM TIM CREW at ins Rusty Scup 
pee 




Sunnyvale, 245.2911 Conveniently 
located off Wry 101 & trevence 
Exavy. See you 
soon!
 




 Savoie is 







preferred) and 12 school -age  
(rec/P 
E units 
o k I programs
 We 
Woe both 
full.time  and port Urns 

























Ina/whence  Required 
Immediate IdlarsrlWII 










Tomes  Ev / Olcal) 
MAIM 






 bath apt 
85100 a mo. 12 mo 1111110. Mk Of 
rlde bike to school 7605
 11th 
street. Laundry 





wry  clean Cell mgr 2869157 
/AMNON
 







owner  Japanese Rent master 




10 min rano Includes 
kitchen & w/d $350 /mar
  1/3 
utIlitIes 
277-3367  or 298 6182 
Ash for Chi, 
STUDIO APT PON ROOT S310/mo 
185 E. San Fernando, near SEA). 
Call
 2800888 or 279-8902 or 
294-0757.
 
FEMALE TO SNARE 21111/211A 
condo in Mow Glen. W/D, D/W. 
Kai & spa 1375  util. Call 29/-




2 bdrrn / 2 bath start $765 Free 
basic cable TV. 
SecurIty Gates. 
Remodeled - Roomy
 and clean. 
508 S. 11th St 
Call Dan





 OATH  Free cable, 






4th  William. 947.0803 
ROOMMATE W  
Rent 





Contact'  Ben King 971-4708 
UM NEW 158 APTS. Bright 
& airy wan
 ASK. 
OW, AC Gated 
perking, Intercom, hundry Two 
roommates 0 K 
Rent 6685.6850 





block  from campus
 
ASPEN VINTAGE
 TOWER 2974705 








408 8799415 Nice 
LOST & FOUND
 




with tan Hess 
around
 legs GNen to Santa
 Clara
 
Humane Society.  For further info 















SINVICO. FREE brochure, P.O. Boa 
612112, S I. CA 95161-2112. 
*800 423.9199 'Agents Wanted'. 











year 512. PO Boa 
7010. Van Nuys. CA 914087010 
SERVICES
 









ems. Editing Resumes 




 MID ENERGY 
Price 
539(5)
 with student ID 
Date Sat. Oct. 12 Tirne 9-12 wn 




LEARN TO RN 
All 













Pm at (408) 723.3148






103W  English maor 384 
GPA Car Dave 408  2983790 
RIPOWESSED  IRS Pereeleeed 
homes awilabe at below market 




























at 408 3783500 
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
 
621 E Camp.. Ave 
1/17 
Campbell. CA 95008 





twearlrgor using cnernIcais Let 
us permanently remove your 
arorantrid heir
 
Back, Chest. Lip,  
Blidni, Chin, Tummy. etc Students 
& faculty 
15% discount. 1st owl
 
1/2 aloe if 
made before December 
25th Hak Today Gone Tomorrow 
621 E 
Campbell Ave #17 
Camp. 
bell, 
Call  44)8 379.3503 
Owen, Trish or Mortice, 
Registered Electrolcglets 
ELECTROLYSM
 CUNICI Unwanted 
hair 





probe or dispose.* 
Call 247-74116. 








 couriers  
and
 















WHOM DO YOU 
WANT  TO 1101 
Heart Mato. Europe. U S 
Melh 
your Christmas






408 997 3647 Arlene 
WORDPROCESSINQ 















and graphics Resumes and other 
services available 
Masterson's Word Processing 
Cali 
Paul
 or VIrilnla  
 
251-0449  
WORD PROCESSING  Friendly 
home  typst using Word Perfect & 
Law printer 


















$2 PER PAGE 
EILEEN 228.1459 
CALL MAMMA 21115044111
 for word 
processing with Word Perfect 
5.1 
and HP Laser
 II Specialize  editing, 
g.
 swrimar,  sentence
 structure. 
formatting  (APR. Tumbler,. MLA) 
Can also edit your 51/4
 disk In WP 
5 0/5.1 or ASCII Assistance with 
all 
phase  of thetas. term 
pew. & 
rewne preparation ESL students 
PrelcOMO Willow Glen area 
WINN THE BEST 




















Wont Processing,  Term Papers 
Theses.  Graduate











 INTEGRATED RiBUSHING 
Near
 Oaridge Mall 224.6395 
A NEATLY TYPED PAPIER 
Eats Me best Elide 
Good spelling and grimmer 
also help Let this 
English
 
teacher  insist 
you in 
improving  your 
G 
PA











Let me do the typing'. 
Relkanea,
 term
 pews, theses. 
etc Grad 
& urodergrea  Avails.* 
days low & 




































Soelicheck, pactuation/ grommet 
assistance All work guaranteed! 
Cell PAM 247.2681, 
4ipm 
for worry 




CALL EDP SERVICES! 






Affordable, accurate, & feet! 
Hours.
 8:30 ern 700 pm 



















 walla  
Almaden 
















 Pick up and delivery 
for large Jobs 20 yeas 












SLOCNS FROM CAMPUS 




51 50-52 00  page 
MaCiraOld, lager Wird 
Notes,
 papers letters,  




 1st St 1st Ft 283-0700 





 5 1 
and HP Law 


















 1 or ASCII. AssIstarm with 




















and  spaces for each line. 
Punctuation 













































$900 $10 00311 00 
$1200 



























1   
SEND CHECK 
OR MONEY ORDER 
10:  
SPARTAN  DAILY 
CLASSIFIEDS  


















publicasons  dam 



























6 Wednesday, October 
9, 1991
 





calls  for changes 
SAN FRANCISCO
 (AP) _ The 
San Francisco
 Giants, a disappoint
-
man from 
the first  week 
of
 the season, 
wasted
 no time in 
making  changes. 
On the final
 day of a 75-87
 year, 
the Giants said they will 
buy  out pitch-
er Don Robinson's 
contract and 
waived 
second  baseman Tommy Herr 
and outfielder Mike Kinge,ry. Catcher
 
Terry Kennedy said he is 
almost sure 
he 
will  retire. 
The 
shakeup actually started last 
week. 
The Giants fired
 pitching coach 
Norm 
Sherry and replaced him 
with 
Carlos Alfonso,
 who had been the 
club's 
direcUx of player development. 
Former catcher Bob 
Brenly  also was 
added to the coaching staff. 
A 
fourth -place finish, 19 games 
tack, calls for some 
big moves. 
The biggest question is whether the 
Giants will trade Kevin Mitchell. 
Rumors
 have been flying since the 
middle of the season. 
"I'm ured of hearing 
it, but I'm a 
strong person," Mitchell said"! want 
to stay here, but I'll have
 to deal with 
IL All the clubs I've been on, it's 
been  
a mistake to trade me." 
The thinking is 
that trading 
Mitchell would bring the front-line 
pitcher the 
Giants
 have needed. 




who had an up-and-down season after 
being 
signed as a free agent,
 John 
Burkett and Trevor Wilson, 
the  best 
news to 
come out of 
the  Giants' 1991 
season. 
After pining the 
starting  rotation in 
May, Wilson 
came  on strong 
through  
the 
final month to finish




 Paul McClellan and Brian 
Nickerson, meanwhile, got some 
experience and both should get shots 
at starting jobs next year. 
The
 bullpen, with closer Dave 
Righetti, set-up men Jeff 
Brantley  and 
Francisco 
Oliveras  and long
-reliever  
Kelly Downs, seems ELS airong as it has 
been in two years.
 But that's not say-
ing much. 
The nucleus of the offense  Will 
Clark, Mitchell and Matt Williams _ 
was as strong as ever. 
Clark  hit .301 
with
 29 home runs and tame one RBI 
shy  (116) of a 
league  tide. 
Williams overcame
 a horrendous 
start to bat .268 with
 a carer-high 34 
home runs and 98 RBIs, giving the 
Giants one of baseball's best tandems 


























Chinn  - 






















































Part -Time Assistant Needed 






range  from 
assisting





have a car, be 
compuler





Flexible hours  built around 
your 
changing schedules. 
papers, & exams. 
Contact 
Jim Harris 






































But Mitchell or another outfielder 
has to be moved because the Giants 
have too many. Darren Lewis, Mark 
Leonard, Mike Felder and Kevin Bass 
all will be competing for more playing 
time. 
Willie McGee, who finished strong 
to hit .312, is the 
only SUIT starter next 
SeaSCII. 
The Giants also will have to answer 
questions at shortstop and catcher. 
Rookie Mike Benjamin 
proved  
himself an excellent fielder but was 
overmatched
 at the plate. 
Jose Uribe seemed to go through 
the motions again, batting .221 with 
12 RBIs in 231 at -bats. 
Royce Clayton, the prospect whose 
reputation seemingly has been build-
ing forever, should
 finally














Calif.  (AP) _ Joe 
Montana
 will wait until the end of the 
week before deciding whether to 
undergo season -ending  and possi-
bly career -ending  surgery on his 
ailing right elbow. 
The 35 -year -old San Francisco 
49ers quanediack experienced a flare-
up of elbow pain Saturday during
 a 
brief 
workout  and will undergo further 
evaluation  during the week before 








approach to this problem, which 
was discussed (Sept 9) ... 
what
 I said 
then was, 'If 
rest and rehabilitation 
failed
 to solve Joe's elbow problem,
 
the next alternative might
 be surgery,' 
"Dr. Michael 
Dillingham,  the 49ers' 
team physician, said. 
Montana will not throw 
this week, 
49ers  coach George Seifert 
said,  and 
he 
will not be activated
 for Sunday's 
game 
against  the  Atlanta Falcons.
 
Montana was
 on injured reserve 
the 
first four weeks of the season and is 













Daily wad recut 
SJSU's 
Sal Enriquez led the 
Spartan men's golf team to a sec-
ond -place finish at the Mass 
Mutual / Husky Men's Golf 
Classic at the Broadmoor Country 
Club in Seattle, Wash. 
Enriquez 
shot  a three -round 
scar 
of 212
 on the par -70 mune. 
His WAMe NIEN 
good
 enough to tie 
him for third 
place  individually 
with Oregon's Jeff Lyons. 
"Sal had a chance to win (the 
tournament)," SJSU head men's 
golf coach Dick Schwendinger 
said. "He and Bob Jacobson shot 
67s in the first round." 
Stanford's Christian 
Cevaer  and 
Notah  Begay tied for first place 
individually. Both shot
 an even -par 
210 over 
dare rounds. 
SJSU finished 12 strokes
 behind 
the 














 in the 
top eight 
scores  of the 
tournament.  
Jeff





 one shot 
behind 
Enrique/  and I 
yons,








with a 216. 





finished  tied 
for 47th 
with a 232, and Brian
 
Tucker, who tied 




finished third, UCLA was fourth, 
and Miami and 
Oregon  tied for 
fifth. 
The Classic was
 held Monday 
and lliesday.
 

















MORRIS  DAILEY 
AUDITORIUM 






listen and win tickets 















to get into the 
automobile industry in 
1913 
you went to see 
Henry Ford in his manufacturing 





the moving assembly linethat would 
revolutionize the world of industry. 




Novell for example, 







created the network computing industry 
in the early 80s. And today we're 
stronger than ever, with a substantial 
share of the LAN operating system 
market. 
Of course, there are still new 
discoveries 
to be made. We invite all 
CS/EE  majors  





 \ CHI Del C) 
On Campus Interviews: 
Thursday, November
 7 
In the near future, we will be on 





 Technical Support Engineering 
Consider Novell, a company with a rich 
past, successful present, and bright 
future. For more information about 
career opportunities contact us at the 
following locations. 
Novell, Inc., College Relations, 122 East 
1700
 So., Provo, UT 84606. 
Novell, Inc., College Relations, 2180 
Fortune Drive,
 San lose, CA 
95131.  
We are an equal opportune(,
 employer. 
The Past, Present 
and Future 
of Network
 Computing 
